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Surface roughness and shear resistance in cracked concrete
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In concrete structures, opened cracks contribute significantly to the transfer of shear
and normal stresses through the contact forces acting on fractured surfaces. Such contact
forces are due to protruding asperities, engaged by interlocking and friction during mixed-
mode displacements.

The presented work first presents micro-CT and digital microscope measures of concrete
surfaces which were previously sheared until failure. This allows to link the features of
cracked concrete surfaces with the distribution of aggregates - induced by the cumulative
density function and the radial distribution function - and with a small scale roughness
coming from much smaller grains (mortar and broken aggregates) which can be acknowl-
edged with statistical indicators such as the Hurst exponent and the root-mean-square of
surface slopes. This experimental data lead to an accurate numerical surface generator
which superposes of a fractal-like roughness with a set of protruding aggregates.

Then, the role played by such a roughness on shear resistance is investigated numerically,
thanks to a contact solver based on a boundary integral approach. With an extremely fine
description of cracked surfaces (four million discretization points), we demonstrate that
roughness impacts drastically the shear resistance. The small scale roughness induces a
non-monotonic evolution of the true contact area, which first increases before decaying as
a power-law, which is intimately linked with the fine scale roughness self-affinity[2].

A remarkable outcome of our approach is a better agreement with the seminal experimen-
tal results of Jacobsen et al. [1]. We finally propose a semi-empirical traction-separation
law for cracked concrete which accounts for micro-scale roughness and aggregate distri-
bution. This law is directly usable in finite element simulations employing a cohesive
element modeling of cracks, and naturally includes roughness-induced interlocking effect.
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